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DISSERTATION OVERVIEW: Aristotle’s Divided Soul
Both in ordinary contexts and throughout the history of philosophy, it is often readily accepted that a
single person or their mind can be divided. The ancient Greek philosophical tradition displayed a widespread
interest in this thought, which in Plato became crystalized under the heading of ‘part of soul’ (morion psuchēs).
De Anima (DA) is Aristotle’s treatise on the soul (psuchē), in which he gives a theoretical account of the soul as
the principle and cause of life (zēn). Because of the intuitiveness of the notion of psychic parthood, and its
centrality within Greek thought, it is not surprising that this notion plays a prominent role in DA. Yet
Aristotle’s employment of psychic parthood is more complicated than might be initially apparent, and has
given rise to a surprising amount of confusion and disagreement about its status in DA. In my dissertation, I
offer a novel and comprehensive account of Aristotle’s conception of psychic parthood in DA, arguing that a
successful interpretation of his conception of psychic parthood illuminates both his ontology of life and the
scientific aims of DA as a whole.
In Chapter 1, I contend that psychic parthood first and foremost constitutes a problem for Aristotle:
he endorses commitments that imply that the soul is both a complex multiplicity and a simple unity. First,
Aristotle affirms the irreducible diversity of the principles of an organism’s activities. Human and animal
souls are comprised of multiple distinct capacities (dunameis): nutrition, perception, and (with humans)
intellect. This compels him to admit the existence of psychic parts. Second, as part of his ‘hylomorphic’
theory of soul, Aristotle defines soul as the form (eidos) of the organism. Because form in general unifies its
corresponding matter, the soul, too, must unify the organism’s body. A form appears to perform this unifying
function by itself constituting a simple, part-less unity. The soul, then, should also lack parts. Hence, the first
commitment suggests that the soul must have parts, while the second suggests that the soul cannot have parts.
Given their foundational place in his approach to soul, Aristotle is unable to give up either commitment
easily. In the subsequent chapters, I articulate a conception of psychic parthood that does justice to both
commitments and shows their ultimate compatibility.
Some interpreters attribute ‘psychic simplicity’ to Aristotle: a total rejection of the existence of
psychic parts altogether. I argue, in contrast, that Aristotle has a principled use of psychic parthood that is
crucial to his project in DA. First, I detail how this positive use emerges out of rejections of Platonic
conceptions of psychic parthood. In Chapter 2, I describe Aristotle’s rejection of a ‘literal’ or ‘spatial’
conception of psychic parts (as in Plato’s Timaeus) according to which psychic parts are differentiated by their
location in the body. Aristotle argues that such a conception faces insurmountable empirical and theoretical
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counter-evidence. In Chapter 3, I detail Aristotle’s rejection of an ethical approach to psychic parts (a
division of soul that arises in responding to ethical problems), exemplified by the Republic’s division of the
soul into rational, spirited and appetitive parts. Such a partition lacks the principled methodology required for
a psychic partition to be at home within a proper science of soul.
In Chapter 4, I offer a positive account of Aristotle’s conception of psychic parthood. Psychic parts
are the definitionally and conceptually basic capacities of an organism—nutrition, perception, and intellect.
These are capacities, I argue, that can be understood and defined independently of any other of an organism’s
capacities, unlike other capacities (e.g., memory, imagination) whose definitions refer to these basic psychic
parts. These psychic parts, in turn, are crucial to Aristotle’s project within DA: he can explain an organism’s
countless other capacities by relating them back to the three basic psychic parts. He explains a capacity like
memory by showing its definitional dependence on perception—that memory is to be understood as a
particular ‘state or affection’ of the perceptual part of the soul.
In Chapter 5, I turn to the unity of the soul—how psychic parts constitute a single soul. The
thought that parts are logically independent might lead one to assume that these parts are separate and
independent, leading some interpreters to attribute to Aristotle ‘mereological actualism’: that parts are actually
distinct entities and prior to the whole. Mereological actualism suggests that the soul is a mere sum of parts,
which would prevent Aristotle from providing a satisfactory account of psychic unity. If we reject this
actualism, worries about psychic unity ultimately dissolve. Aristotle, I argue, formulates an alternative
conception of parthood within an analogy between souls and geometric figures. As simpler figures are present
potentially within more complex ones, so lower souls are present potentially within higher souls. Lower parts
of the soul (e.g., an animal’s nutritive part) are not distinct and actual, but are ‘potential parts’ of higher souls
(animal souls). This picture undermines mereological actualism, treating soul not as a mere aggregate of
psychic parts, but as essentially unified and prior to its potential parts.
In Chapter 6, I resolve a tension between the conceptions of psychic parts in Chapters 4 and 5.
Chapter 4 presents an ‘additive’ conception of psychic parts, treating the soul as a sum of and posterior to
logically independent psychic parts. Chapter 5 presents a ‘transformative’ conception of psychic parts, treating
the soul as essentially unified and prior to its potential parts. I argue that these two conceptions achieve
distinct, but complementary, aims, which parallel Aristotle’s distinction in DA II.3 between ‘common’ and
‘proper’ accounts of soul. Common accounts describe abstract features shared by all souls (e.g., ‘soul is the
form of the organism’); proper accounts describe the essential features of particular kinds of souls (animal
souls, human souls, etc.). A common account is useful in describing general features of soul, but is empty if
not supplemented with detailed proper accounts. A parallel distinction applies to additive and transformative
conceptions of psychic parts. On an additive conception, we give one common definition of each psychic
part, which abstracts from whether it is present in a plant, animal, or human soul; this allows Aristotle to
describe the general features shared by all instances of nutrition, perception, or intellect. On the
transformative conception, we supply distinct, proper accounts of a psychic part depending on whether it is
present in a plant, animal, or human soul; this allows him to provide a robust and sophisticated metaphysics
of the soul and its unity.
In sum, Aristotle can then have his cake and eat it too: he can recognize the existence of and also
systematically use psychic parts (contra psychic simplicity), while maintaining the essential unity of the soul
(contra mereological actualism). Aristotle thereby articulates a picture of the soul that does justice to both its
unity and complexity.
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